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~~ opening was supposed to be same tune as D Parton song "I Will Always Love 
You (& done by Whitney Houston) 

        D7                 G    D7
INTRO: If I should st-a-a-a-a-ay, I'd just be in the way

        D7       G    D7//
If I should st-a-a-a-a-ay, I'd just be in the way

 A                        G
So I'm gonna stay right here

D7   G   G#   A
And I'm gonna make you pay

D7                   C#7        D7
Gon call up the cops tell 'em where you keep yo' stash

D7                          C#7        D7 
Gon call up yo' momma, tell her when you stole her cash

G Gm
Gon take the teeth I bought you, let you chew it with yo' gums

D7 B7
You wanted some excitement, well I've only just begun
E                               A7
What you got baby

      D7
Is a bitch with a bad attitude (I'm kicking ass and taking names)
A                                        G
What you got baby is a bitch -- yeah
             D7              C#7D7         C#7D7             G  G#  A
With a bad attitude, bad attitude, bad attitude

Gon call the IRS, tell you got zero dependents
Been saving it for Oprah (Jerry Springer), gon tell it with a vengence
Get yo' Master Card from yo' mistress to pay for a psychic friend
Who'll tell you in the future that my vengence has no end
What you got baby
Is a bitch with a bad attitude (better for me to be pissed off than pissed on)
What you got baby is a bitch -- yeah
With a bad attitude, bad attitude, bad attitude

Gon stare you in the eye and keep my lips shut tight
Gon call up your job and hang up just for spite
I will not get violent -- that's much too easy for you



Lorena Bobbitt will look like an angel before I'm finally through
What you got baby
Is a bitch with a bad attitude (just cuz you're paranoid doesn't meant I'm not out 
to get you)
What you got baby is a bitch
With a bad attitude, bad attitude, bad attitude

       G                                                                                D7
I'm gonna keep my attitude -- you know I'm really feeling fine
                   G                                                                                D7
I'm gonna keep my attitude -- you know I'm really feeling fine

     A                                            G                             D7
You know you sewed a lot of bitch seeds -- now it's harvest time 
A        G         D7             C#7D7           C#7D7
What you got baby is a bitch -- with a bad attitude, bad attitude (only 2x instead of
3)   

 repeat line into TALKING TAG on next page. . .


